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address: angela@itp.phys.ethz.ch [^2]: E-mail address: suto@phys.kindai.ac.jp × Expand AP Photo/Wide World Photos When the president of the United States decides to take a self-flagellating walk among the comrades of the alt-right, one can't help but see who Trump's target is: himself. In his so-called "Banana Purge" speech yesterday,
Trump explicitly excluded himself from the "Nationalist" category: "they've got a point." It's an unusual position for a Republican president to take, but then Trump is an unusual politician. His announcement that he'd be retracting his infamous "Mexicans are rapists" comments was remarkable for what it didn't say as much as what it did. In
the process of invoking his new "principled politics," Trump has emerged as the leader of an increasingly unified right-wing movement. He can claim to have repudiated his anti-immigration sentiment (to the point where some of his voters can't wait for him to deport whole groups of immigrants), but to have reconciled himself with the
violent racists of the white nationalist movement who think that there's something like a "race war" coming and that those who leave their homes will be killed or enslaved. Trump's answer to white nationalists seems to be clear 6d1f23a050
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